Foraging theory upscaled: the behavioural ecology of herbivore movement
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We outline how principles of optimal foraging developed for diet and food patch selection might be applied to movement behaviour expressed over larger spatial and temporal scales. Our focus is on large mammalian herbivores, capable of carrying global positioning system (GPS) collars operating through the seasonal cycle and dependent on vegetation resources that are fixed in space but seasonally variable in availability and nutritional value. The concept of intermittent movement leads to the recognition of distinct movement modes over a hierarchy of spatio-temporal scales. Over larger scales, periods with relatively low displacement may indicate settlement within foraging areas, habitat units or seasonal ranges. Directed movements connect these patches or places used for other activities. Selection is expressed by switches in movement mode and the intensity of utilization by the settlement period relative to the area covered. The type of benefit obtained during settlement periods may be inferred from movement patterns, local environmental features, or the diel activity schedule. Rates of movement indicate changing costs in time and energy over the seasonal cycle, between years and among regions. GPS telemetry potentially enables large-scale movement responses to changing environmental conditions to be linked to population performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Behavioural ecology is concerned with decisions expressed by animals in the form of changes in behaviour, affecting their chances of survival and reproductive success (McFarland 1977; Dale et al. 2005; Gaillard et al. 2010). Foraging theory concerns activities related to the acquisition of food. It addresses decisions regarding (i) where to search, (ii) when to feed, (iii) which food types to consume, and (iv) when to terminate feeding and move on (Schoener 1971; Pyke et al. 1977; Stephens & Krebs 1986). Most applications of this theory have considered only fine-scale behaviour observed over periods of minutes or hours. Nevertheless, foraging behaviour can be expressed over a hierarchy of spatial and associated temporal scales, from bites and steps within food patches to movements generating daily, seasonal or annual home ranges (Senft et al. 1987; Bailey et al. 1996; Owen-Smith 2002; table 1). Global positioning system (GPS) telemetry enables sequential movements to be documented over greater spatio-temporal scales than readily observed directly. Moreover, records are obtained remotely, avoiding disturbance from the human operator generally required for radio tracking using very high frequency (VHF) beacons. The automation of GPS devices furthermore allows the locations of many animals to be recorded simultaneously (Cagnacci et al. 2010). In this paper, we address how aspects of foraging theory developed for short-scale movements might be applied over longer and larger scales.

Our ecological focus is on terrestrial mammalian herbivores, capable of bearing GPS collars operating through complete seasonal cycles or even multi-year periods. The plant species and parts constituting the food resources for such animals are spatially anchored, although their availability and nutritional value may vary considerably over time. The persistent spatial rigidity of these food resources for terrestrial herbivores contrasts with the fluidity of where food concentrations occur for most marine animals, while the temporal variation in food quality is distinct from the rather constant food quality of the prey consumed by most carnivores. For marine organisms, search strategies for locating feeding opportunities that are unpredictable in space have been emphasized (Bartumeus 2009; Reynolds & Rhodes 2009). For terrestrial herbivores, memory of the places where the most favourable resources are generally found at particular times plays a more important role (Bailey et al. 1996; Van Moorter et al. 2009; Wolf et al. 2009). Intra- and interspecific competition among herbivores arises mainly through the depression of food resources rather than via direct interference with the uptake of this food. Patch choice and
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movement paths may be influenced additionally by the local risk of predation (Hebblewhite & Merrill 2009).

Optimality assessments based on maximizing short-term rates of gain can be misleading over longer temporal horizons. A dynamic approach considering extended time periods as well as stochastic uncertainty in the conditions likely to be experienced is needed (Clark & Mangel 1999; Houston & McNamara 1999). A core concept is how the current state of the animal in terms of its body reserves, size or other attributes determines its future prospects of survival and reproduction. Dynamic optimization accommodates trade-offs between food gains and predation risks, as well as temporarily effective constraints such as digestive capacity. The optimal action depends additionally on the animal’s current body state: individuals that are starving should expose themselves to greater risks of predation than animals in good condition (Sinclair & Arcese 1999). The practical challenge is how to apply optimality analysis in a precise way, given limitations in the information that is available. Nevertheless, behavioural responses to changing circumstances can be used to indicate the circumstances in which changes in population performance are likely to result (Kotler et al. 2007).

We draw on concepts for the emerging field of movement ecology identified by the working group that met recently in Israel (Nathan 2008). Nathan et al. (2008) proposed a unifying paradigm encompassing the interplay between the animal’s changing internal state (why move?) and the prevailing state of its environment (where to move?), constrained by individual motion and navigation capabilities. Bartumeus & Levin (2008) suggested that the manifestation of intermittent locomotion by organisms provides an integrating structure across spatio-temporal scales, drawing on concepts developed by O’Brien et al. (1990) and Kramer & McLaughlin (2001). Getz & Saltz (2008) emphasized the integration of fundamental movement elements into canonical activity modes, interacting with the landscape matrix. Fryxell et al. (2008) outlined multiple movement modes expressed over time scales from minutes to years, and spatial scales extending from metres to hundreds of kilometres, as exemplified by one species of large herbivore.

In our contribution, we (i) elaborate on the hierarchical spatio-temporal structure of foraging and other movement behaviour, (ii) evaluate various metrics that have been derived to interpret such behaviour at larger scales, and (iii) consider how these patterns might be evaluated under the optimality paradigm.

### 2. Hierarchical Activity and Movement Modes

The activity modes emergent at higher levels encompass movement elements distinguished at lower levels (Getz & Saltz 2008). Foraging behaviour is defined by bouts of feeding (biting, chewing and swallowing), interrupted by relocation movements towards places where new feeding opportunities are presented. Herbivores generally encounter food within patches constituted by clusters of plants. One or two steps taken in succession do not interrupt feeding because the time taken per step is approximately equal to the time required to process (i.e. chew and swallow) a bite. Feeding in this concentrated way can continue unbroken for periods of many minutes, particularly for large grazers exploiting the horizontally extended patches constituted by grass swards. Nevertheless, animals may periodically interrupt feeding to stand vigilant with head raised, an activity related to detecting lurking predators or the movements of group companions.

Among large ungulates, the proportion of time spent feeding during foraging spells lasting an hour or more is typically 80–90% for grazers, and 65–80% for browsers (Owen-Smith 2002). This difference is an outcome of the contrasting food dispersion of vertically orientated trees and shrubs compared with horizontally extended grass patches. Approximately 5–15% of foraging time is diverted to standing vigilant or other non-foraging actions, leaving 7–20% of time spent moving. Accordingly, a small proportional reduction in the amount of time spent feeding within patches could result in a doubling or even tripling of the overall movement rate while foraging. Hence, a simple measure of foraging performance is the ratio of the time spent feeding to that spent walking (excluding time diverted to vigilance), or inversely the rate of movement while foraging (Owen-Smith 1979). Blesbok (Damaliscus dorcas) foraging during winter in grassland that had been burnt, reducing the amount of food remaining, exhibited a movement rate twice that of animals foraging in unburnt grassland (Novellie 1978). The movement rate of kudus foraging in acacia savanna increased by almost 50 per cent between the early wet season and the dry season, and was twice as great in open thorn savanna than in the hill base.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>temporal scale</th>
<th>spatial scale</th>
<th>defining behaviour</th>
<th>vegetation unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1–2 s</td>
<td>bite</td>
<td>plucking, chewing and swallowing</td>
<td>plant part</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 s–2 min</td>
<td>feeding station</td>
<td>moving head, prehending, biting</td>
<td>plant (grass tuft, shrub)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5–30 min</td>
<td>feeding patch</td>
<td>feeding (biting), stepping</td>
<td>clump of plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–4 h</td>
<td>foraging area</td>
<td>feeding, walking, standing alert</td>
<td>habitat patch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–24 h</td>
<td>daily range</td>
<td>foraging, travelling, drinking, ruminating, resting</td>
<td>set of habitats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3–12 months</td>
<td>home range</td>
<td>growth, reproduction, mortality</td>
<td>landscape region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>several years</td>
<td>lifetime range</td>
<td>survivorship, fecundity, dispersal</td>
<td>geographical region</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The hierarchy of temporal and spatial scales associated with foraging behaviour by large mammalian herbivores (adapted from Bailey et al. (1996) and Owen-Smith (2002)).
ecotone where more woody browse was available (Owen-Smith 1979). More precise measures of foraging benefits would need to take into account the nutritional value of the food consumed, as well as the food intake rate obtained while feeding (Owen-Smith & Novellie 1982; Illius & Gordon 1999).

 Movements may also be undertaken towards ends unrelated to feeding. This is evident when animals walk past favoured food types without pausing to feed. For browsing kudus (*Tragelaphus strepsiceros*), a breakpoint in the frequency distribution of step-sets indicated that there was a reduced probability of movement ending in feeding after animals had walked for longer than 65 s, equivalent to a distance of approximately 60 m (Owen-Smith 1993). For black-tailed deer (*Odocoileus hemionus*), foraging was regarded as terminated when more than 2 min had elapsed without feeding (Gillingham et al. 1997). Switches from foraging to more extended travel could be directed towards seeking remote sets of food patches, represent motivational shifts towards seeking resting (bedding) sites or other needs, or be related to evading predation. Sets of food patches connected by moves between them during foraging spells lasting a few hours constitute the foraging area.

 Movements between food patches within foraging spells generally fall ‘under the radar’ of GPS-based tracking. Although GPS devices could be set to record locations at time intervals of less than an hour, this would generally be at the expense of covering the full annual cycle, based on the current battery power of collars fitted to large ungulates. If the time step between successive GPS locations spans several hours, generally only a single location will be obtained during each foraging spell. Nevertheless, GPS-based locations obtained over time steps of an hour or less can be used to infer activity states, as outlined below.

 During the course of a day, foraging spells are interspersed with periods spent resting or engaged in other activities. Resting is indicated by immobility, whether standing or lying (apart from head movements or, in the case of ruminants, chewing the cud). Foraging activity tends to predominate from dawn through the early morning and from late afternoon into the evening (Georgii 1981; Owen-Smith 1998). Resting or bedding activity commonly prevails during the heat of midday, and for much of the night, although ungulates may show greater nocturnal activity when human disturbance occurs during the day (Kamler et al. 2007). Following resting spells, animals may resume foraging in the same area, or move to a new foraging area.

 During the African dry season, grazers may need to travel to and from places where surface water remains available every day or two (Western 1975; Gaylard et al. 2003). Browsers are less water-dependent than grazers through being able to secure moisture from the green leaves that persist on evergreen trees and shrubs, but are forced to travel to water when conditions become so dry that few leaves remain. Hence, daily movement ranges become extended by the distance traversed to water sources and back. Journeys to water are commonly undertaken during the morning, before conditions become too hot, displacing some of the time otherwise assigned to foraging. Because of this scheduling of activities, the spatial displacement per time step varies with the time of day, with movement peaks commonly evident around dawn and dusk (figure 1). The daily range encompasses shifts between foraging areas as well as between foraging areas and resting or drinking sites.

 During the growing (summer or wet) season, plants can soon regenerate the parts consumed, allowing herbivores to continue foraging within the same area for periods covering several successive days or even weeks. During winter or the dry season when vegetation becomes a non-renewing resource, edible plant components are progressively depleted, prompting more frequent shifts between foraging areas, unless conditions are so extreme that there is little benefit to be gained by moving. Settlement periods within particular foraging areas can be revealed by plotting the movement trace in latitude and longitude coordinates during morning or evening foraging periods over successive days, revealing how this pattern changes seasonally (figure 2). Also apparent are wider shifts between distinct home ranges occupied during particular periods of the year. An alternative approach that has been used to identify seasonal shifts in home range occupation is based on the overall displacement from some fixed point (Dettki & Ericsson 2008).

 3. MOVEMENT METRICS

 (a) Movement modes

 Foraging activity is commonly identified by ‘area-restricted search’, i.e. a sequence of short moves with frequent large turning angles between them (Benhamou 1992). Franke et al. (2004) applied hidden Markov models to displacement distances and turning angles of woodland caribou (*Rangifer tarandus*) derived from GPS-based locations 15 min apart to infer changes between feeding, bedding and relocating states. These animals foraged in spells lasting merely 15–30 min and confined foraging to patches encompassing around 18 ha for one or more days. Demarcation criteria, bout durations and activity sequences seemed to vary among individual animals. These authors noted that the 15 min interval was too coarse to reveal the true turning angles between feeding bouts.

 Johnson et al. (2002) used a breakpoint in slope of the exponential distribution of movement ‘steps’ between GPS-based locations 3–4 h apart to distinguish intra-patch movements (presumably foraging) from inter-patch travelling for woodland caribou. At this temporal resolution, distinctions were diffuse and inconsistent among individuals. Applied to hourly GPS-based locations for sable antelope (*Hippotragus niger*), clearer breakpoints emerged between movement rates associated with resting (less than 100 m h$^{-1}$), foraging (200–600 m h$^{-1}$), relocating (0.8–1.2 km h$^{-1}$) or travelling (greater than 1.6 km h$^{-1}$), allowing for intervening mixes between these movement modes (N. Owen-Smith 2009, unpublished).

 An alternative approach employs the ‘first passage time’, representing the time required to pass through a circle of a particular radius from some starting point, to indicate places where animals moved more...
slowly while foraging (Fauchald & Tveraa 2003). As the radius of the circle is expanded, a rise in the variance of the first passage time indicates the spatial scale at which a switch to longer, more directed moves occurs. Applied to GPS locations of elk (Cervus elaphus canadensis), this approach revealed three nested scales of movement over a 2 h time step: inactive/resting (moves less than 50 m), active/foraging

Figure 1. Diel variation in hourly movement rates of three African ungulates obtained from GPS tracking, showing early morning and evening peaks as well as the increase in movement during more stressful conditions in the late dry season. (a) Sable antelope, (b) zebra and (c) buffalo (N. Owen-Smith 2009, unpublished). Dotted bar, early dry; hatched bar, late dry.
(moves approx. 275 m) and active/relocating (moves approx. 1600 m; Frair et al. 2005). Inherent assumptions underlying this method are that the foraging areas have a constant dimension, and that animals respond to the patch perimeter as a reflecting boundary (Barraquand & Benhamou 2008). A more rigorous approach proposed by Barraquand & Benhamou (2008) uses the residence time in the vicinity of successive path locations to distinguish places where animals slowed their movements to exploit apparently profitable foraging areas. This method accommodates variability in the spatial extent of the feeding areas.

Forester et al. (2007) used a linear state-space model to distinguish movement modes of elk based on the autocorrelation structure of locations obtained at 5 h intervals. Movement tendencies varied with time of day, with greatest movement taking place during the crepuscular hours. Contrary to expectations, these animals did not show slower movements in preferred areas at this temporal scale. Morales et al. (2004) applied a Bayesian state-transition model to location records for elk recently introduced into a new environment obtained at 24 h intervals. They distinguished an ‘encamped’ state, defined by small daily relocation distances and large turning angles from day to day, from ‘exploratory’ states with daily displacements extending over several kilometres and greater directional consistency. For these same elk, Dalziel et al. (2008) applied a different approach based on artificial neural networks to daily locations obtained after the animals had established their home ranges (see also Pryxell et al. 2008). Individual elk concentrated their movements in small areas containing preferred resources for periods of several days to weeks (displacements of 0.23–0.66 km d\(^{-1}\)), punctuated by rapid translocations to distant parts of the home range. Often these jumps were to places that had been used previously, indicating an important role of spatial memory in guiding movements.

Graphical displays of GPS-based locations obtained on successive days during times when animals were likely to be foraging indicate not only the periods over which the animal remained within the same foraging area, but also the extent of the area exploited during these periods (figure 3). The 24 h iteration excludes temporary relocation from foraging areas to resting sites or places used for other activities at other times of day. For sable antelope, the analysis was restricted to evening locations in order to exclude excursions to drinking places, which displaced foraging activity during the morning on some days (Owen-Smith & Cain 2007). Sable sometimes remained within foraging areas covering 1–3 km\(^2\) for periods of two to four weeks, followed by shifts of several kilometres over a few days to new foraging areas (figure 3). The intensity of exploitation of these foraging areas, and hence their effective value, can be obtained from the stay time relative to the patch extent, taking into account the herd size.

(b) **Habitat patch occupation**

Selection of food patches can be expressed in terms of the frequency with which food types (plant species and parts) are accepted for feeding when encountered, the duration of feeding before patch departure occurs and the orientation of search paths towards regions where favoured food types are more likely to be encountered (Owen-Smith & Cooper 1987a,b; Owen-Smith 1994). Similarly, habitat patch selection is indicated by switches in movement mode from travelling/relocating to settlement in a foraging area. Habitat conditions rejected are shown by places where animals were recorded but did not stay, as distinct from regions that animals never entered for whatever reason. The
activity associated with the location can be identified from movement patterns as described above, if the time step for GPS-based locations is sufficiently short (an hour or less), or alternatively inferred from the time of day relative to the activity schedule. Stay periods within particular areas, controlled for the extent of the area traversed, indicate the favourability of the habitat conditions there for the activity performed. As outlined by Mooocroft & Barnett (2008), measures of the relative intensity of space use obviate the need to define available habitat (see also Beyer et al. 2010). GPS-based tracking showed how habitats were favoured by elk through frequent return visits rather than prolonged stays after entry (Anderson et al. 2008; see also Forester et al. 2007).

Maps of habitat types based on vegetation patterns and topographic features evident in the most commonly used satellite imagery are generally somewhat crude compared with the accuracy and frequency of GPS-based locations (Frair et al. 2010). Although satellite images with sub-metre resolution can be obtained (Urbano et al. 2010), this is at the expense

Figure 3. Segmentation of GPS-based locations of sable antelope in Kruger National Park between 1 February and 15 April 2007 showing alternation between settlement within and relocating between foraging areas. (a) Spatial plot connecting sequential locations at 6 h intervals with early morning (08.00) locations marked by open symbols and early evening (20.00) locations by closed symbols within foraging areas, and by pluses and crosses for corresponding locations during relocation periods; circles and squares distinguish two settlement locations. (b) Temporal trace with early evening coordinates plotted as a time sequence, showing one settlement period spanning 24 days followed by a second spanning 19 days and more erratic movements in between (N. Owen-Smith 2009, unpublished). Black line, latitude; grey line, longitude.
of temporal replication, so that seasonal changes in salient features cannot be followed at fine spatial scales. Moreover, the features to which the animals respond may not be revealed in these images. Nevertheless, GPS-based locations allow specific places where animals were present for particular activities to be visited, and micro-habitat features in terms of vegetation structure and composition recorded. The habitat attributes can in turn be related to food availability and security from predation. Problems associated with estimates of habitat preference are addressed more comprehensively by Beyer et al. (2010).

In Yellowstone National Park, elk favoured open grassland and flat terrain in the absence of wolves (*Canis lupus*), but shifted their habitat use towards conifer forests in high wolf-use areas (Fortin et al. 2005). Disturbance by humans can alter the activity schedule as well as habitat features selected. Red deer subject to high hunting pressure in Norway remained inactive in forest cover for most of the day, moving into pastures to forage at night (Godvik et al. 2009). Influences of predation on prey movements are discussed in more detail by Merrill et al. (2010).

**Seasonal home ranges**

Home ranges mapped from locations determined using VHF telemetry are subject to sampling biases towards the particular times of the day when tracking was conducted, as well as lack of independence among locations obtained close together in time (Kermohan et al. 2001). GPS-based tracking provides a uniform sampling regime (Cagnacci et al. 2010), thereby avoiding over-weighting of day versus night locations and particular seasons. Furthermore, the temporal relationship between successive moves is informative, revealing the movement mode and hence the types of activity performed in particular places. This enables the utilization pattern to be associated with the needs provided by particular regions of the home range at that time (Kie et al. 2010). GPS-based records are sufficiently intensive to expose gaps in the area traversed as well as the places visited. These gaps as well as sharp bounds to the range tend to be obscured by parametric kernel smoothing, which extend the apparently used area somewhat beyond actually recorded locations. The local nearest-neighbour convex-hull method outlined by Getz & Wilmers (2004) is more appropriate for mapping the fine-scale utilization patterns documented by GPS-based tracking. Benhamou & Cornelis (in press) showed further how uncertainty in the path followed between successive GPS locations could be represented and taken into account statistically. Another relevant feature for interpretation is the time between return visits to particular localities, potentially related to the time required for resources to recover following local exploitation (Bar-David et al. 2009). A comprehensive review of various approaches relating movement patterns to landscape features within a hierarchical framework was presented by Schick et al. (2008). Another approach, outlined by McRae et al. (2008), used circuit theory to analyze connectivity among habitat patches exploited within complex landscapes. Analogues of resistance, current and voltage represent the tendency of animals to move along particular corridors.

Mitchell & Powell (2004) developed a mechanistic home range model relating the use of spatially distributed resources to resource benefits discounted for travel costs. This model was developed with carnivores in mind and thus represented movements orientated around a central den site (see also Moorcroft et al. 1999). In this simulation, resource depression through consumption or as a result of increased vigilance of prey lowers the value of exploited patches and prompts the redistribution of animals across the landscape. Although the movements of grazing ungulates may be constrained around surface water points during the dry season, journeys to and from water are best interpreted as excursions beyond the foraging range because the time spent at water is generally brief.

Mueller & Fagan (2008) suggested that the primary influence on the home range occupation patterns of large herbivores was the spatio-temporal availability of resources. Resources that are abundant, spatially concentrated and predictable through time promote small home ranges inhabited year-round, and hence high local population densities. Home ranges become larger if resources are more patchily distributed so that some regions offer little or no food benefit. If resources are seasonally variable but spatially predictable, home ranges should contract during the adverse season, but when the location of food resources is unpredictable (e.g. influenced by local rainfall events), home ranges should expand. Resources that are predictably found in different places at particular times of the year promote seasonally disparate home ranges, or even migration between widely separated ranges, as exemplified by red deer (Albon & Langvatn 1992), elk (Hebblewhite et al. 2008) and wildebeest (*Connchaetes taurus*; Boone et al. 2006; Holdo et al. 2009). If resources are both temporally and spatially unpredictable, animals are likely to occupy different regions in the same season in different years, so that their movements appear nomadic (e.g. gazelles in both Africa and Asia; Fryxell et al. 2004, 2005; Mueller et al. 2008). When food or water runs out in adverse years (e.g. during severe droughts), animals may wander beyond their usual home range limits.

Different regions within seasonal home ranges may be exploited at particular times. Both wildebeest and Thomson’s gazelle (*Gazella thomsoni*) covered large wet season ranges in the Serengeti ecosystem to take advantage of erratic rain showers governing grass growth (Fryxell et al. 2004, 2005; Boone et al. 2006; Holdo et al. 2009). Elephants (*Loxodonta africana*) moved over vast areas in northern Botswana in response to rainfall events three to four weeks earlier (Cushman et al. 2005). GPS-based locations can establish corridors of movement between seasonal home ranges as well as the consistency of the places occupied in different years (Thirgood et al. 2004; Dettki & Ericsson 2008; Sawyer et al. 2009). If habitat types included within the home range are highly productive, return times should be short, and thus the
extent of the home range relatively small. When habitat productivity declines, or becomes less predictable, resource exploitation is extended over a wider area. Hence, home range extents indicate the suitability of local habitats at a landscape scale. The larger the home ranges required, the lower the regional population density supported, taking into account range overlap and the size of the groups sharing a common home range.

Social relationships governing space utilization could be studied by simultaneously tracking the movements of animals occupying overlapping or neighbouring home ranges. Animals of the same species could either (i) move independently in overlapping home ranges, (ii) move largely independently but share a common home range, (iii) move as a cohesive herd within a shared home range, overlapping or largely separate from the ranges of other herds, (iv) occupy exclusive home ranges as individuals or groups through aggressive inhibition of the movements of neighbours, or (v) aggregate in common areas. Haydon et al. (2008) showed that attraction to conspecifics was a key factor influencing the movements of newly introduced elk, with gregarious animals moving more slowly and surviving better than solitary individuals. Moorcroft & Barnett (2008) included deterrence by neighbouring groups as an influential factor in their home range model. A comprehensive review of home range concepts and assessments is provided by Kie et al. (2010).

4. OPTIMALITY ASSESSMENTS

Optimality assessments relate benefits obtained to the associated costs. A crucial first step is to identify the type of activity performed in particular places at specific times, and hence the kind of benefit derived (e.g. food resources versus shelter from environmental extremes). As noted above, the activity state can be identified from the movement mode if the time step between GPS-based locations is sufficiently short (less than or equal to 1 h), otherwise it can be inferred from the time of day when particular activities predominate. Movement rates associated with particular activities reflect costs incurred in terms of time and energy expenditures. Accordingly, diel displacement distances are expected to be greater during the adverse (winter or dry) season and in bad years (e.g. following low wet season rainfall) than under benign conditions, as exemplified by sable antelope (N. Owen-Smith 2009, unpublished; figure 4). Changes in movement patterns can be used as behavioural indicators of stressful conditions before the consequences for survival and reproduction are manifested (Owen-Smith & Cain 2007).

More precise estimates of food benefits derived by herbivores require records of the vegetation components consumed and nutritional contents thereof, as well as the rates of food intake achieved (Owen-Smith & Novellie 1982). The close-range observations required for such estimates are possible for free-ranging animals tracked by VHF telemetry only if these animals have been habituated to the close approach of a human observer (e.g. Owen-Smith & Cooper 1989). GPS tags allow animals to be located remotely with sufficient precision for the specific sites where they were feeding to be identified, and hence the plant species eaten or rejected to be established (V. A. Macandza 2009, unpublished). Furthermore, faecal samples can be collected, enabling the plant species consumed over some prior period to be determined from leaf epidermal fragments, and even the diet quality established from faecal nitrogen contents. In this way, nutritional benefits could be related to the movement costs incurred in different places, seasons and years. As yet few researchers have taken advantage of such opportunities.

Fero et al. (2008) reviewed the advantages of dynamic state-dependent models projecting optimal annual routines over the seasonal cycle as a class of behaviour-based models (see also McNamara & Houston 2008). This approach could be applied to seasonally varying habitat selection, taking into account various trade-offs and carry-over effects, subject to the limitations of the data available. Noonberg et al. (2007) developed an individual-based model of...
elk movements and patch choice as a dynamic game, with the output projecting habitat use as well as aggregation and survival patterns. They emphasized that models treating single movement decisions in isolation from the seasonal sequence of decisions were insufficient to capture landscape-scale behaviour. New perspectives opened by circuit theory (McRae et al. 2008) could prove productive by directing attention towards spatial connections as well as the underlying energizing needs.

The concept of a competitive equilibrium represented by the ‘ideal free’ distribution (Fretwell 1972; Van der Meer & Ens 1997) is not readily applicable to large herbivores in the short term because of the pulsed rather than continuous production of vegetation resources. Ungulates of the same or different species commonly aggregate in regions offering highest forage quality over periods of several days or weeks, with spacing patterns reflecting the spatial dispersion of this food (Wilmshurst et al. 1999). This concept may be more appropriately applied to spacing among home ranges, allowing for group sharing. However, home ranges occupied by roe deer in France did not fit the ‘ideal free’ expectation because individual range locations depended mainly on initial dispersal opportunities (McLoughlin et al. 2007).

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

GPS technology enables the sequential locations of sets of animals to be recorded remotely, without disturbing the ongoing activity of the animals. Rates of movement can be used to infer activity states and hence the kinds of benefit derived from particular habitat types or regions of the home range. Movement patterns of large herbivores can be documented with a temporal resolution of an hour over annual or multiannual time frames. The spatial precision opens opportunities to establish the micro-habitat features selected, and even the food types eaten and rejected, through supporting field observations. Rates of displacement within and between days can serve as behavioural indicators of the times and places when or where stressful conditions were experienced. Assessments can be extended to address optimal annual routines of behaviour and to show how animal responses vary between good and bad years. Influences of changing predation pressure as well as food availability can potentially be established. Behavioural responses at larger spatio-temporal scales are more appropriately related to the consequences of environmental variation for survival and reproduction than fine-scale foraging behaviour.

Theoretical concepts for understanding and interpreting behavioural responses in terms of their adaptive value at these scales remain at an early stage of development. The conceptual framework outlined by Nathan et al. (2008) in terms of the interplay between an animal’s internal state and the state of its environment, taking into account what is possible given the animal’s movement and navigation capacities, offers a helpful unifying framework. Also useful for cross-scale integration is the notion of intermittent locomotion expressed at various spatio-temporal scales and corresponding hierarchical activity modes (Fryxell et al. 2008; Getz & Salz 2008).

What strikes us as we reflect back on our review is how many of the papers we cite were published in the past few years. Interpretations of the movement patterns revealed by GPS-based tracking are clearly in a state of flux as new ideas, data and analytical approaches enter the scientific market place. Nevertheless, for large herbivores the literature remains dominated by studies on caribou, elk and moose undertaken in northern temperate latitudes. A wider sample of herbivore species needs to be encompassed to establish the broader generality of the patterns shown, including influences of predators besides wolves. Links between movement behaviour and population performance still need consolidation (but see Morales et al. 2010). Our contribution has outlined how concepts of adaptive behaviour in response to changing environments could help establish a cohesive scientific framework for movement ecology.
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